ABSTRACT: Polyamide fibers having a novel regular network structure were prepared from trimesoyl trichloride and hexamethylenediamine using a reaction spinning method followed by post-polymerization.
INTRODUCTION
The authors studied the preparation of regular network polyester and polyamide films with excellent thermal and chemical resistance '-3) . This study is now extended to a regular network polyamide fiber. It is, however, difficult to prepare such a fiber by a conventional fiber spinning because the three dimensional polymer chains are generally insoluble and infusible. It is possible to carry out the polymerization and fiber formation simultaneusly by the method of reaction spinning. Magat and Strachan4) first reported the preparation of a polyamide fiber by the reaction spinning and after that Nagano and Uosumifi'61 examined to prepare nylon filaments by the reaction spinning.
This report is concerned with the preparation of polyamide fibers having a novel regular network structure from trimesoyl trichloride and hexamethylenediamine by the reaction spinning followed by the post-polymerization. The structures and properties of the fibers were also investigated. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of Reaction Spinning and Post-polymeri zation Conditions on Mechanical Properties of Fibers
The reaction spinning method reported by Nagano and Uosumi5) was used to spin the 6Y fiber by the in, terfacial polycondensation. When determining the optimum conditions of the reaction spinning and the post-polymerization, one factor was changed while the other conditions were fixed at the optimum conditions described in the experimental section.
It is expected that the molar ratio of terminal carboxyl group and terminal amino group affects the growth of a network structure of 6Y fiber during the post-polymerization. Fig. 2 shows the effect of the molar ratio of 6/Y on the mechanical properties. Both the tensile strength and Young's modulus reach a maximum at the molar ratio of 0.5. This suggests that this molar ratio favors the growth of network structure. The above result shows that the reaction is not always stoichiometric because Y reacts with 6 locally and heterogeneously. Nagano and Uosumi5,s) also pointed out the similar phenomenon and showed that the fiber prepared from 6 and isophthaloyl chloride (I) gave the maximum intrinsic viscosity at the molar ratio of 6/1=0.6. In the present case, it was difficult to wind up filament at the molar ratio below 0.5, and at the molar ratio above 5.0, the formation of filament became impossible. Fig. 3 shows the effect of the nozzle diameter on 
